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The Christmas Eve Letter A Time Travel Novel
Eve and baby Colleen are traveling to Ohio for the Christmas holidays to spend time with
Eve's parents. After a few days in Ohio, they all plan to fly to Florida in Eve's
father's private airplane; Patrick will meet them there after he completes exams for his
forensic psychology degree. Nothing goes as planned; The day Patrick is to leave for
Florida, he receives a shocking telephone call from one of Eve's cousins. Sobbing, she
tells him a terrible tragedy has occurred. It stuns him and shakes him to his heart's
core. His life shattered, Patrick knows he has but one chance; he must use the time
travel lantern to return to the past in order to prevent the current tragedy. But once
again, the time travel lantern has a mind of its own, and Patrick is hurled back to a
time where he must confront a strange, unfamiliar world and learn why the lantern
transported him there. When Patrick comes face-to-face with a mysterious, beautiful woman
who looks and acts like Eve, and whose name is Eve, Patrick is haunted. He recalls the
promise he and Eve had made to each other on Christmas Eve the previous year--no matter
what happens; no matter if they're separated; no matter what time or place they find
themselves in; no matter what obstacles they must face, they will always find each other,
help each other, and love each other for all time.The Christmas Eve Promise is a journey
about the enduring promise of hope and the infinite, unbreakable bonds of love.
Tis the season for children of all ages to send their Christmas "wish list" letter to the
North Pole! In this complete Christmas Stationary Kit, we've made it easy for both the
child and adult! You may want to leave a note or checklist for Santa and the reindeer on
Christmas Eve or Christmas Day (sample included). You're ready to start the holiday
season with blank coloring book (20) stationary pages that can be easily removed (at the
end of the book) to use for Santa letters, Christmas letters, thank you notes, cards,
sketchings, lists, recipes, or for your own ideas. Santa has also included his address
(sorry, no envelopes included in the kit). All you need is to add a stamp to an envelope
and the post office will deliver your wish list to the North Pole! Santa has also
included several fun coloring book images, too! You can choose your favorite crayons or
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colored pencils to bring the North Pole to life! Remember, Santa wants to know if you've
been naughty or nice!
An inspiring tale of Christmas goodwill and acceptance. 1930s Liverpool is brought alive
with evocative drawings in a story that recognizes the richness of human kindness, even
in times of hardship and poverty.
The nine letters Grandpa hands to his family each contain a personal story of how they
brought joy to him. This volume-which has sold more than 60,000 copies since its initial
publication-has been repackaged as a gift hardcover.
Merry Christmas, Eve!
Letter To My Younger Self
A Timeless Story for Every Generation
The Christmas Letter
The Gift of the Magi
It begins as an assignment for English class: Write a letter to a dead person. Laurel chooses Kurt Cobain because her sister,
May, loved him. And he died young, just like May did. Soon, Laurel has a notebook full of letters to people like Janis Joplin,
Amy Winehouse, Amelia Earhart, Heath Ledger, and more -- though she never gives a single one of them to her teacher. She
writes about starting high school, navigating new friendships, falling in love for the first time, learning to live with her
splintering family. And, finally, about the abuse she suffered while May was supposed to be looking out for her. Only then,
once Laurel has written down the truth about what happened to herself, can she truly begin to accept what happened to May.
And only when Laurel has begun to see her sister as the person she was -- lovely and amazing and deeply flawed -- can she
begin to discover her own path in this stunning debut from Ava Dellaira, Love Letters to the Dead.
The Christmas Eve LetterA Time Travel NovelCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Follow this lovely story of a child who learns the secrets of Santa Claus in A Letter to Santa.
From a full-sized hockey rink to earplugs for blocking out his little sister, Jimmy Dobbins wants a lot of things for
Christmas. This hilarious series of his letters to Santa record his outrageous requests and ultimate change of heart. Full
color.
Christmas Coloring Stationary Kit
A Picture Book (with audio recording)
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Kurt Vonnegut
The Christmas Eve Daughter
The Christmas Eve Promise
20th Anniversary Edition
David Baldacci delivers a moving, family drama about learning to love again after terrible heartbreak and loss in this classic New
York Times bestseller—soon to be a Hallmark original movie. It's almost Christmas, but there is no joy in the house of terminally ill
Jack and his family. With only a short time left to live, he spends his last days preparing to say goodbye to his devoted wife, Lizzie,
and their three children. Then, unthinkably, tragedy strikes again: Lizzie is killed in a car accident. With no one able to care for them,
the children are separated from each other and sent to live with family members around the country. Just when all seems lost, Jack
begins to recover in a miraculous turn of events. He rises from what should have been his deathbed, determined to bring his fractured
family back together. Struggling to rebuild their lives after Lizzie's death, he reunites everyone at Lizzie's childhood home on the
oceanfront in South Carolina. And there, over one unforgettable summer, Jack will begin to learn to love again, and he and his
children will learn how to become a family once more.
When husband and wife, Eve and Patrick Gantly, discover a shocking secret from Patrick's past, they make the difficult decision to
use the old lantern once again to return to 1885. They hope to save his child from a tragic future. Although they try to plan for every
possible contingency, something goes wrong. They lose each other and end up in a different time! Nothing goes as planned. They
struggle to save Patrick's daughter from certain death, even as they search for the lost lantern that will return them to their own time.
Santa has a problem. This kid? Harold? Santa doesn't think he's real. He WANTS to believe in Harold--after all, Harold is one of the
most magical parts of Christmas. Getting Harold's letters, eating the cookies he leaves out, feeding his carrots to the reindeer... what
would Christmas be without that? But Santa's just not sure. Some of his friends are telling him they think Harold's not real. And the
Harold that sat on his knee last Christmas looked AWFULLY different. Santa comes up with a plan to find out once and for all if
Harold really exists... with hilarious consequences.
"Christmas letters are the fruitcakes of the literary world. At least once in life, everyone sends one, but no one likes to receive one."
Use humor to fight back against boring Christmas letters. This book will teach you how to write a Christmas letter that doesn't suck
and even enjoy reading the ones that do. If you hate wading through Christmas letters each year, this book will show you the world as
it could be. "Your relatives are already laughing at you. Make them get in line by laughing at yourself first." This book teaches you - How to walk the fine line between embellishing and lying. - Why you should never let your pets write the letter for you. - How stock
photos can give you a more attractive family. - When to write a special letter if an inheritance is at stake. - Why Maslow's Hierarchy
of Needs should drive your letter's content. - How to adapt the Christmas letter format for all your holiday needs, from Hanukkah to
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Kwanza. But wait. There's more. The holidays are busy. If you do not have time to write an original letter, this book includes
templates of paragraphs and an entire letter that you can modify to make your own. Put humor back in your holidays and buy this
book. Even better, buy a copy for everyone who sends you a boring Christmas letter every year. It is a present for them and a favor
for yourself.
Love Letters to the Dead
The Big Issue Presents... 100 Inspiring People on the Moments That Shaped Their Lives
The Christmas Sweater
A Keepsake Book to Record Your Child's Letters to and from Santa
The Letters of James B. Dobbins
The First Letters of Christmas

30-year-old Eve Sharland is browsing a Pennsylvania antiques store when she discovers an old brass
lantern tucked away on a shelf. She lifts it and sees something behind one of the sooty glass panes. To
her surprise, she finds an unopened letter stuck inside. The letter is postmarked December 24, 1885, and
it is addressed to Evelyn Sharland in New York City. Eve gasps and drops the letter. That's her name!
The letter is addressed to someone with her name in 1885: Evelyn Sharland. Eve purchases the lantern and
the letter, and returns to her New York City apartment. Later that evening, she opens the letter and
reads it, astounded by its contents. She stares at the lantern in wonder and alarm, deeply moved by the
story of a tragic romance. A few days later, following a request in the letter, Eve cautiously lights
the lantern. To her utter shock, she finds herself in the past-in 1885 New York City. Eve is thrown into
a life far beyond what she could have ever imagined, as she gets involved with one of the richest
families in New York City, and meets the handsome Patrick Gantly. She must struggle to survive and
return to her own time, even as her destiny is changed forever.
The Gift of the Magi is a treasured short story written by O. Henry. A young and very much in love
couple can barely afford their one-room apartment, let alone the extra expense of getting Christmas
presents for one another. But each is determined to show their love for the other in this traditional
time of giving; each sells a thing they hold most dear in order to afford a present, with poignant and
touching results that capture their love for one another.
A heartwarming, page-turning adventure about one child's love for his most treasured thing, and how far
he will go to find it. A tale for the whole family to fall in love with, from one of the world’s
greatest storytellers. One boy and his toy are about to change everything... Jack loves his childhood
toy, Dur Pig. DP has always been there for him, through good and bad. Until one Christmas Eve something
terrible happens -- DP is lost. But Christmas Eve is a night for miracles and lost causes, a night when
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all things can come to life... even toys. And Jack’s newest toy -- the Christmas Pig (DP’s replacement)
– has a daring plan: Together they’ll embark on a magical journey to seek something lost, and to save
the best friend Jack has ever known...
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Newsweek/The Daily Beast • The Huffington Post • Kansas City
Star • Time Out New York • Kirkus Reviews This extraordinary collection of personal correspondence has
all the hallmarks of Kurt Vonnegut’s fiction. Written over a sixty-year period, these letters, the vast
majority of them never before published, are funny, moving, and full of the same uncanny wisdom that has
endeared his work to readers worldwide. Included in this comprehensive volume: the letter a twenty-twoyear-old Vonnegut wrote home immediately upon being freed from a German POW camp, recounting the ghastly
firebombing of Dresden that would be the subject of his masterpiece Slaughterhouse-Five; wry dispatches
from Vonnegut’s years as a struggling writer slowly finding an audience and then dealing with sudden
international fame in middle age; righteously angry letters of protest to local school boards that tried
to ban his work; intimate remembrances penned to high school classmates, fellow veterans, friends, and
family; and letters of commiseration and encouragement to such contemporaries as Gail Godwin, Günter
Grass, and Bernard Malamud. Vonnegut’s unmediated observations on science, art, and commerce prove to be
just as inventive as any found in his novels—from a crackpot scheme for manufacturing “atomic” bow ties
to a tongue-in-cheek proposal that publishers be allowed to trade authors like baseball players.
(“Knopf, for example, might give John Updike’s contract to Simon and Schuster, and receive Joan Didion’s
contract in return.”) Taken together, these letters add considerable depth to our understanding of this
one-of-a-kind literary icon, in both his public and private lives. Each letter brims with the mordant
humor and openhearted humanism upon which he built his legend. And virtually every page contains a
quotable nugget that will make its way into the permanent Vonnegut lexicon. • On a job he had as a young
man: “Hell is running an elevator throughout eternity in a building with only six floors.” • To a
relative who calls him a “great literary figure”: “I am an American fad—of a slightly higher order than
the hula hoop.” • To his daughter Nanny: “Most letters from a parent contain a parent’s own lost dreams
disguised as good advice.” • To Norman Mailer: “I am cuter than you are.” Sometimes biting and ironical,
sometimes achingly sweet, and always alive with the unique point of view that made him the true cultural
heir to Mark Twain, these letters comprise the autobiography Kurt Vonnegut never wrote. Praise for Kurt
Vonnegut: Letters “Splendidly assembled . . . familiar, funny, cranky . . . chronicling [Vonnegut’s]
life in real time.”—Kurt Andersen, The New York Times Book Review “[This collection is] by turns
hilarious, heartbreaking and mundane. . . . Vonnegut himself is a near-perfect example of the same
flawed, wonderful humanity that he loved and despaired over his entire life.”—NPR “Congenial, whimsical
and often insightful missives . . . one of [Vonnegut’s] very best.”—Newsday “These letters display all
the hallmarks of Vonnegut’s fiction—smart, hilarious and heartbreaking.”—The New York Times Book Review
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Christmas Letters\Rainy Day Kisses
Christmas in America
A Letter to Father Christmas
Christmas Love Letters from God
The Christmas Diary
The Christmas Eve Letter

A poem about the visit that Santa Claus pays to the children of the world during the night before every
Christmas.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A special holiday wish list brings about hope, love, and second chances in
this nostalgic novel from the queen of Christmas stories, Debbie Macomber. Lindy Carmichael isn’t feeling
particularly joyful when she returns home to Wenatchee, Washington, for Christmas. The man she thought was
“the one” has cheated on her with her best friend, and she feels completely devoid of creativity in her graphicdesign job. Not even carolers or Christmas cookies can cheer her up—but Lindy’s mother, Ellen, remembers an
old tradition that might lift her daughter’s spirits. Reading through a box of childhood letters to Santa and
reminiscing about what she’d wished for as a young girl may be just the inspiration Lindy needs. With Ellen’s
encouragement, she decides to write a new letter to Santa, one that will encourage her to have faith and believe
just as she’d done all those years ago. Little does Lindy know that this exercise in gratitude will cause her
wishes to unfold before her in miraculous ways. And, thanks to some fateful twists of Christmas
magic—especially an unexpected connection with a handsome former classmate—Lindy ultimately realizes that
there is truly no place like home for the holidays. In Dear Santa, Debbie Macomber celebrates the joys of
Christmas blessings, old and new.
If you love small towns, endearing relationships, food, animals, and a touch of murder, you will love this new
mystery series by Kathi Daley, author of the popular Zoe Donovan Cozy Mystery Series. Set in the small town of
White Eagle Montana, the series features Tess and her dog Tilly, who spend their days delivering the latest
gossip along with the daily mail. When a close friend is murdered they join forces with the new Veterinarian in
town to sleuth out the truth behind the shocking murder that is rocking the community as it prepares for the
annual Christmas Festival.
Its the winter of 1949, and five-year-old Robin is very sick with pneumonia. His family takes him to a Toronto
hospital, where he receives good care from the nurses and the doctors. Though his father works hard during the
day, he is always sure to visit Robin and read him stories. One
night, his dad wakes him up to share a special
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letter he received. Its from Santa Claus, and it tells the little boy about the exciting things happening at the North
Pole in preparation for Christmas. That heartwarming letter from Santa is just what Robin needs to get better
and leave the hospital in time for Christmas.
A Novel
The Christmas Town
Christmas Wishes
The Day Santa Stopped Believing in Harold
Letter from Santa Claus
A Time Travel Romance Novel

The Turn of the Screw is an 1898 horror novella by Henry James that first appeared in serial format in Collier's Weekly magazine (January 27
- April 16, 1898). In October 1898 it appeared in The Two Magics, a book published by Macmillan in New York City and Heinemann in
London. Classified as both gothic fiction and a ghost story, the novella focuses on a governess who, caring for two children at a remote
estate, becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted.
A pair of holiday love stories in which a woman who writes Christmas letters for other people meets a child psychologist who ruins her
Christmas cheer, and an independent young career woman falls for her handsome neighbor.
Adapted from the bestselling adult novel, The Christmas Sweater: A Picture Book is the story of a young boy who finds the true meaning of
Christmas in the most unlikely of places. Eddie wants a bicycle for Christmas, but his mother knits him a homemade sweater instead. His
disappointment is obvious, but a magical journey with his whimsical grandfather makes Eddie realize that the sweater is far more than it
seems. He ultimately learns that the greatest gift of all is one that is given with love..
Richard, a busy and preoccupied father, discovers a Christmas box full of love letters from an old woman to her dead daughter and, with the
help of an angel, begins to learn the true meaning of Christmas.
Zen and the Art of Christmas Letters
The Summer Letters
With your very own special letter to write
A Christmas Carol
The Christmas Letters
A Time Travel Novel

A young woman, traveling to meet her wealthy fiancé for a Christmas wedding, loses her way in a
snowstorm and is stranded at a Bed & Breakfast. In her room, she finds an old diary written by
a man who had once owned the house 15 years ago. Moved by what she reads, she sets off on a
journey to learn what happened to him.
Join in the heart-warming story of a little mouse who helps Santa choose the perfect presents
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for two very special children on Christmas Eve. Featuring beautiful illustrations by Ned Taylor
and delightful little letters to discover inside, this book will be cherished by everyone who
believes in the magic of Christmas!
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on
the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves
his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only
other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences,
coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life
he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and
Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
Charlotte loves writing, and can copy beautifully. However she is too young to read, and that
is how she comes to send her mother's shopping list to Father Christmas instead of her own
letter.
Christmas Eve at Friday Harbor
The Christmas Pig
Dear Santa, Love Texas
A Visit from St. Nicholas
The Christmas Eve Ghost
A History

A different kind of Christmas book, complete with pull-out cards and letters featuring state
symbols, animals, and landmarks!
Written for children ages four to eight, Christmas Love Letters from God cleverly combines
both prose and poetry as the story of Jesus’ birth unfolds. The book includes seven stories,
beginning with Isaiah’s prophecy and ending with the visit of the wise men. Following each
story, the child will find his or her own letter from God, folded into a small envelope attached
to the page. Each letter begins with a space in which to write the child’s name, so each one can
be specially addressed to the child. Written as if God is speaking, each personalized message
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gives the young reader a sense of wonder as they discover anew the Christmas holiday and the
birth of Jesus. A very special Bible verse, entitled God’s Perfect Promise, also accompanies
each story and letter as God’s personal words of love, promise, and hope.
A darling book for your child or family to write a letter or draw a picture to Santa on Christmas
Eve and then Santa can write back a note as he eats his cookies and drinks his milk. Use this
book every Christmas for ten years.
A Sunday Times Book of the Year All royalties from sales of this book go to The Big Issue If
you could write a letter to your younger self, what would it say? Over 10 years ago, The Big
Issue began to ask some of the best-known, most interesting and most successful figures in
entertainment, politics, food, sport and business to give advice, offer hope and share a few
jokes with their younger selves. They opened up, in ways they never had, to interviewer Jane
Graham, reflecting on their lives and themselves with affection, sympathy and sometimes
disbelief. This collection of 100 of the most incredible letters includes Paul McCartney on how
he found inspiration, Olivia Colman on overcoming confidence problems, Mo Farah on the
importance of losing, Arianna Huffington on knowing your motivations, Jamie Oliver on
trusting your instinct and many, many more, including Rod Stewart, Margaret Atwood, Buzz
Aldrin, David Cameron, Eddie Izzard, Desmond Tutu, Neil Gaiman, Ruby Wax, Ranulph
Fiennes, Tracey Emin, Ian McEwan, Michael Palin, Melanie C, Tim Peake, Dionne Warwick and
Ewan McGregor. Letter to My Younger Self is a revelatory and profound exploration into the
wit and wisdom that age brings, and of the unique insights that looking back can reveal.
Proceeds from the sales of this book go to The Big Issue to continue their work dismantling
poverty and promoting social justice. "A truly wonderful book ... a gateway to intelligent,
learned and genuinely inspiring stories, moments and people ... We would highly recommend it
... It's a fab cause and put together seamlessly." Magic Radio - October Book Club Pick 'The
answers make for great reading.' Sunday Mirror 'This collection is full of insightful stories that
will make you think about how you live your own life, and how you want to live it in the future.'
Woman's Weekly
Write Your Christmas & Santa Letters North Pole Coloring Book
The Nine Tailors
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Bible Stories
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
The Turn of the Screw Illustrated
The Christmas Box

Bell strokes toll out the death of an unknown man, and summon Lord Wimsey to East Anglia to solve the mystery.
Traveling home for Christmas, two modern women in their 20s are forced to drive together during a snowstorm, and they get lost. They cross
a covered bridge and, suddenly, they enter the past, finding themselves in a small picturesque Vermont town in 1943. They meet two
handsome soldiers, who are about to be sent off to war, and they fall in love with them, while also struggling to find a way to return home to
their own time. With the soldiers' help, on Christmas Eve, the two women finally have one chance to return to their own time, but they are
caught between their love for the soldiers, and their desire to return to the present. At the last moment, they must make the difficult decision
and, because it is Christmas, a miracle happens.
Stunning illustrations by award-winning artist Lee Krutop accompany this timeless Christmas story. Each spread features a beautiful pop-up.
This book is a special keepsake to be enjoyed and shared with loved ones for many years to come.
The manger or Macy's? Americans might well wonder which is the real shrine of Christmas, as they take part each year in a mix of
churchgoing, shopping, and family togetherness. But the history of Christmas cannot be summed up so easily as the commercialization of a
sacred day. As Penne Restad reveals in this marvelous new book, it has always been an ambiguous meld of sacred thoughts and worldly
actions-- as well as a fascinating reflection of our changing society. In Christmas in America, Restad brilliantly captures the rise and
transformation of our most universal national holiday. In colonial times, it was celebrated either as an utterly solemn or a wildly social event--if
it was celebrated at all. Virginians hunted, danced, and feasted. City dwellers flooded the streets in raucous demonstrations. Puritan New
Englanders denounced the whole affair. Restad shows that as times changed, Christmas changed--and grew in popularity. In the early
1800s, New York served as an epicenter of the newly emerging holiday, drawing on its roots as a Dutch colony (St. Nicholas was particularly
popular in the Netherlands, even after the Reformation), and aided by such men as Washington Irving. In 1822, another New Yorker named
Clement Clarke Moore penned a poem now known as "'Twas the Night Before Christmas," virtually inventing the modern Santa Claus. Wellto-do townspeople displayed a German novelty, the decorated fir tree, in their parlors; an enterprising printer discovered the money to be
made from Christmas cards; and a hodgepodge of year-end celebrations began to coalesce around December 25 and the figure of Santa.
The homecoming significance of the holiday increased with the Civil War, and by the end of the nineteenth century a full- fledged national
holiday had materialized, forged out of borrowed and invented custom alike, and driven by a passion for gift-giving. In the twentieth century,
Christmas seeped into every niche of our conscious and unconscious lives to become a festival of epic proportions. Indeed, Restad carries
the story through to our own time, unwrapping the messages hidden inside countless movies, books, and television shows, revealing the
inescapable presence--and ambiguous meaning--of Christmas in contemporary culture. Filled with colorful detail and shining insight,
Christmas in America reveals not only much about the emergence of the holiday, but also what our celebrations tell us about ourselves. From
drunken revelry along colonial curbstones to family rituals around the tree, from Thomas Nast drawing the semiofficial portrait of St. Nick to
the making of the film Home Alone, Restad's sparkling account offers much to amuse and ponder.
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On Christmas Eve
A Letter to Santa
One Summer
North Pole Notes
Dear Santa
Letters

The day before Christmas is a very special day, but it was without a name for a very long time.
Until one year, a very special elf named Eve, realised that the Head Elf was destroying
Christmas, and that the Christmas Spirit needed to be found. So that is what she set out to do
and, in the process, she changed the day before Christmas forever!
When his sister dies, Mark Nolan is left in charge of her six-year-old daughter, Holly, who
refuses to speak after her mother's death, until she makes a connection with widowed toy shop
owner Maggie Collins.
A heartfelt gift for every family, sure to be shared over and over each year. Eight-year-old
Tess is convinced this is the year she will finally meet Santa and experience the "Christmas
magic." She also wishes with all her heart that her best friend's ill father will recover.
Tess's faith in the season results in a Christmas Eve so wondrous, so sparkling, readers won't
be able to help but feel transformed. Like trimming the tree and "It's a Wonderful Life";
baking cookies and "White Christmas"; ON CHRISTMAS EVE is sure to bring new holiday magic to
readers' lives.
When Vanessa finds a rusty coffee can filled with old letters hidden away in a summer beach
cottage, she learns of a haunting and secret affair dating back to the 1950s. Determined to
find the woman whose life parallels her own in many ways, Vanessa searches for the woman and
her lover, uncovering past and present secrets that finally reveal a shocking truth. Over the
course of the summer, Vanessa's own life is transformed by the possibilities of love and new
beginnings, even as she confronts the lingering pain of her own past. The Summer Letters is a
celebration of the enduring promise of hope and the unbreakable bonds of love.
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